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The tutorial video is for both Sylenth1 and Massive users. The Sylenth 1 version contains more presets but you will need to download the Massive versions to access all of the tools and sounds in the pack. The Massive version of this pack contains all of the tools and sounds needed
to create presets of your own. You can split the patch in two to create two or more loops that can be triggered at the same time and you can save the loops as presets to create your own personal version. You can even use other builders such as Serum to make more personal and

unique presets. There are 15 preset releases available in total. They are divided into 4 categories, included in this pack are: - Deep House: 6 unique genre-neutral construction kits, including Deep House drum loops, one shots, basses, FX, pads, chord progressions and drum beats. -
NFO Recording: 4 multi effects processes that include envelope filters, chorus, phaser, LFO, sequencer, phase shifter and amp emulator. - Nord Lead: 4 lead loops with wavetables and preset patches. - Nord Construction: 6 lead loops created with sounds found in the Nord Lead

samples and in the Construction samples. How To Download The Presets:1. Unzip both archives to wherever you would like to store your presets. 2. Click on the folder where you unzipped the files, and browse to the folder where you want to store the presets. 3. Rename the folder
(if you want to) to a name you would like to identify it. 4. Right click on the folder and click on "load into" "Presets". 5. Open the extension and open your favourite sequencer. 6. Drag all the patches (presets) into the desired sequence. 7. You will have all the patches as presets. 8.

To access the presets, go to your "load into" then choose "Presets". 9. You can then open the presets and create new ones by going to the "load into" then choose "Presets". 10. To save your creations, just save the presets in the same folder as the original files. 11. If your
sequencer doesnt recognise the file format of the presets, you can easily convert them to.WAV format.
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for quite a while now, tchami and oliver heldens have been revolutionizing the house music game. with high-energy drops, clean mixes, and incredible sound design, they've almost created an entirely new genre of music. the cymatics team came together to reference and analyze
some of the best future house tracks in the current industry, and developed near-identical presets that give you access to the sound you know and love. this second sample pack from cymatics has 30 custom presets designed specifically for serum. these presets are perfect for

house, nu disco, and trance tracks. they have been carefully crafted to get the most out of your hardware without resorting to plugins. so whether you are looking to get a feel for a new production style or just want to learn a new synth, this pack will have something for everyone.
beneath the surface of the future house movement are the diverse and intricately crafted sounds that have been popping up lately. as a supporter of tchami and oliver heldens, the kompany team wanted to work on a pack that would satisfy the hungry ears of its supporters and all
of those who want to experience the future house sound. you will find a variety of presets for serum, including presets for bass, drums, leads, pads, and much more. the custom presets in this pack are designed for producers who want to produce house, nu disco, and trance tracks.
you will find thousands of free drum samples, loops, synths, and even midi files to spice up your project. there is something for everyone and it is all free to download. cymatics is a big name in the world of trap sample packs and these serum presets are no exception. as with most

of their sample packs, they made six project files so that users could see how many of these sounds were meant to be used. 5ec8ef588b
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